HOW INNOVATION ENCOURAGES SELF EFFICACY TO SUPPORT BUSINESS START UP SUCCESS?
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ABSTRACT

A business start up is identical to a new business run by an entrepreneur to gain profit. The research is to analyze the function of the entrepreneurship training given by Universitas Ciputra Surabaya to the villagers in Desa Mojowarno. The objectives of the research are: 1) to learn the proper innovation technique to increase the self efficacy of the entrepreneur/participant, 2) to understand the impact of the increased self-efficacy towards the business continuity managed by the entrepreneur/participant. The research method used is qualitative descriptive analysis with the subject of the research are entrepreneurs (ten training participants) who managed banana trunk chips in Mojowarno. The validation technique used in this research is triangulation data method with participative observation, in depth interview and documentation (photo and video of the participants’ capability). The result of the research: 1) Innovation realization (5+1 concept) succeeded in increasing the self efficacy of the participants (ten training participants); 2) The self-efficacy increase provides a positive impact (business increase) so that the entrepreneur has an additional income. It is suggested that the entrepreneur must keep on innovating innovated to increase their self-efficacy so that the business can improve the continuity.
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INTRODUCTION

The business development in Indonesia has not commonly prevalent one of the place is a village called Mojowarno in Jombang district, East Java. The business growth in this village is relatively slow which affects the prosperity level of the people. The government through the infrastructure development tries to increase the prosperity of the people like providing highway as an alternative way from Surabaya to Kediri and it proves to have increased the prosperity of Mojowarno. The evidence of economy growth is by the presence of businesses, dominated by food and beverages vendors surrounding the alternative highway. The presence of vendors who have already gained profit gives a strong motivation to the people around Mojowarno village to find and start a new business that they can realize.

The economy condition of the people in Mojowarno village is has become an economy development study conducted by Ciputra University, with regard to micro economy which can be developed by the local community. The observation is carried out for six months and succeeded in finding the banana trunk chips development potency as a predominance product of Mojowarno village potency. Banana trunk chips are originated from the trunk (root of the banana). There are three aspects that make banana trunk chips able to develop as predominance product; 1) the abundant availability of the banana trunk which can ensure the raw material for banana chips. 2) Human resource that consists of unemployed people and housewives who require extra income to fulfill their family’s needs. 3) The target market of the chips is youngsters, adults and children who like snacks. In reality the markets in Mojowarno sell various kinds of snacks. The center of souvenir in Mojowarno provides snack from agriculture products such as corn, mango, and banana.

The agriculture product potential in Mojowarno is encouraged to innovate accurately so the product manufactured has a high added value. Fontana (2011) defined that innovation is socially and economically successful after finding, creating and introducing/applying new ways or combination and previous ways in transforming input into output in such a way that it can create a positive major change in comparing the benefit values to the price. Innovation is the realization of someone’s change of behavior if they are able to focus in 5+1 stage which is the behavior key for innovation. Miller and Wedellsborg (2013) tried to defined 5+1 concept that is: a) Focus, b) Connect, c) Tweak, d) Select, e) Stealthstorm, f) Persist from the leader so they can have people do the five behavior key through communication.

A successful innovation will increase the self-efficacy capacity from an individual. Referring to Bandura (1986) the term self-efficacy is defined as an individual self-confident of his capacity to organize and execute a set of action to achieve a certain goal. Inggarwati and Arnold (2012) in their research found out that the self-efficacy, make the process of building a business has a greater level of intention to develop the business. Leon and Justin (2017) stated that self efficacy is someone’s confidence in believing he has the capability to perform an act which will bring a specific result. This is an important construction in entrepreneurship which has proven to have two direct effects, short term and long term not only in the intention to establish a new business but also in the behavior.

Self-efficacy entrepreneur affects the continuity on the conducted business. The proof on the self-efficacy increase on the entrepreneurship was presented by Shah et al. (2015) who in his research discovered that self-efficacy in UKM Melayu in Shah Alam location is a mediator that is able to relate the personal value to entrepreneurship orientation. Malaysia’s UKM has a high self efficacy and entrepreneurship orientation enhancement. Prabhu et al. (2012) discovered that entrepreneurial self-efficacy has a very important role so that many educational institutes give entrepreneurship training based on either knowledge or field practice.

Liu et al. (2017) discovered the significant modernization effect of self efficacy to POS relation to performance. Self efficacy is important is line with Stemberger (2008) finding who stated that orientation towards business transaction leads to the increase/improvement of non financial performance and indirectly affects the business achievement. The self-efficacy measurement technique on the research object is based on the observation on their ability to make decisions. Diana and Jennings (2014) in their research learned that the entrepreneurial self efficacies (ESE) in younger women are significantly lower. This is because of the minimum experience in entrepreneurship which can be positive or negative in operating the business. The non financial factor is also evaluated.
of each individual/entrepreneur based on entrepreneur characteristic to describe the motivation to become an entrepreneur (Inggarwati and Arnold, 2012).

The entrepreneurship training participant understanding in the innovation concept is able to increase the self-efficacy so that the banana trunk chips business is also increasing. The training participants require training on production and entrepreneur capacity development. The Ciputra University has given the second phase training for the people in Mojowarno. The first training is focused on the product development and financial aspect. This is because the price arranged for the products is related to the financial aspect. While in the second training which is conducted for one year is focused on developing the capacity of the participants. The second training is grouped into non financial factor because it is not related to expenses. The outcomes of the two trainings are to increase the success of the entrepreneur as training participant.

The entrepreneurship training (first and second training) given by Ciputra University is beneficial to the economy of the Mojowarno community. The benefit of the training is in accordance with the research result conducted by Matlay (2008) stated that entrepreneurship education has a positive effect to the achievement of the entrepreneurial results. The benefit of the training is also found by Peter and Quan (2015). He pointed out that training on business is able to increase the micro business performance and has other positive results such as, increasing motivation, success, and businessman perception. Rauth (2014) research result presented that the existence of suitable education/training, assisted the participants in obtaining innovative ideas and converting them in the business/company. It takes three months for the development product of banana trunk chips that was conducted in the first phase training. The objective of the banana trunk chips training has become very important and in accordance with Molaei et al. (2014) finding on the objective of an entrepreneurship program that it has to becomes an idea for students to develop an entrepreneurialship. Specifically Fernando and Jayawarna (2011) pointed out that the participants have the feeling of post-training creative ability and enable them to obtain a positive result. This is in accordance with Wiska et al. (2016) finding that looked into the public school program which can be used for partnership to renew the mindset of breeders. Trainings are also provided by the Department of Cooperatives and UMKM (Small Micro Business) Sidoarjo to encourage the people to start entrepreneurship. Rosianti (2014) also explained that the effort carried out by the Department of Cooperatives and the UMKM Sidoarjo in organizing education and training is already good, as proved in the existence of training facilities, the availability of practicing equipment simulation media, training materials, consumption, special training and other supporting facilities that enable to motivate the training participants to enhance their entrepreneurship.

Kumalasari (2014) clarified the effort of Disko Perindag (Cooperatives, Trade and Industry Department) and ESDM (Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources) to support the jetsi batik industry growth that is considered optimal, even though it is not evenly spread, because not all the batik craftsmen in Jetis village have attended the training, hence the batik craftsmen who have attended the training have the industrial increase. It is not only productivity enhancement, but training on financial management is also highly required. Maulani et al. (2016) revealed, having a simple financial record, the business actors have a new perspective and are motivated to manage their business well. The function of the training in business development is very strategic therefore Ciputra University Surabaya provided a second phase training to the Mojowarno community. The second phase training is focused on the innovation to encourage the self-efficacy of the training participants so they can support the start-up business success of the banana trunk chips in Mojowarno.

The training is collaboration between Ciputra University and banana trunk chips entrepreneur start-up. The objective of the collaboration is to develop the start-up business. The importance of this collaboration is supported by the research conducted by Sucipto et al. (2015) which explained that authority and partnership effects mushroom business performance. It is similar to the research by David and Battisti (2016). In his research he discovered the conceptual frame that showed three areas which influences entrepreneurship skills: the relationship with national cooperative, the relationship with the institutional regulatory environment and the relation with the economic market environment. The result from various researches is the reason for Ciputra University to continue the training to the second phase which is based on innovation to improve self-efficacy of the entrepreneurs through establishing a cooperation/partnership with people of Mojowarno.
The elaboration of some research about innovation and self-efficacy concept is able to push the business success into an important base. The research analysis on the success of applied innovation is to encourage self-efficacy so it can increase the business success of the second phase training participant. This research attempts to formulate the problems as follows: How to apply innovation to enhance the self-efficacy of the entrepreneurs who participate in the entrepreneurship training conducted by Ciputra University Surabaya?. Than, how is the impact of self-efficacy enhancement to the continuity of the banana trunk chips start up business in Mojowarno?.

METHODS

The research is conducted in Mojowarno village, Jombang District, and East Java Province for one year (2014–2015). The data used in the research is primary data which is gathered from business observation and in depth interviews with the entrepreneurs who are the training participants of the second phase training in Mojowarno village. The method used is descriptive qualitative where this research will not determine based on research variable but based on the social condition observed among others: location aspect, object and synergic interaction. The research chose the descriptive analysis variable because the research object needs to be described in detail and needs more length of time, to find the solution to overcome the research problem. The understanding of descriptive qualitative is more influenced by deductive-descriptive perspective (Bungin, 2103). The research object is banana trunk chips business start-up which is managed by the entrepreneurship training participants. The research subject is ten business start-up owners who attend the training. The populations of the research subject are men and women entrepreneurs aged 39-49 years. The research subject was determined through a series of identification stages, conducted by the researchers, they are consisted of: 1) the research subjects are start-up business entrepreneurs who have passed the first phase of entrepreneurship training; 2) the research subjects are training participants/banana trunk chips entrepreneur who still operate their business/still and earn monthly minimum revenue of Rp1.000.000; 3) the training/entrepreneur participants are obliged to pass an interview stage with the training facilitators who then evaluate the capacity of the research subject physiologically to upgrade the self-efficacy of each training participant (research object). The outcome of the last stage is a commitment from the research object to participate in the second phase training which will be focused on innovation aspect, self-efficacy and the increased success in banana trunk chip business.

The data respondent is obtained through in depth interview to each of the respondent regarding the innovation aspect, self-efficacy aspect and business success. The data measurement technique is carried out through observation on how far the innovation is realized. The research is to learn more of the innovation concept 5+1 in business conducted by the entrepreneurs whether it is wholly done or partially and the concrete form of the innovation component. The result will then be compared with the financial report owned by each business. The information obtained from the respondent is then analyzed to look into the role of the innovation aspect in encouraging self-efficacy to create a successful business.

The data analysis stage is conducted in three important stages. The first stage is the observation process of the research object, to observe intensively the role and the development of self-efficacy from each research subject within one year. The observation on the research object success is conducted by preparing a table consists of the revenue, cost, profit, number of consumers and marketing area of the banana trunk chips within one year. The second stage is the result of the observed data that is tested for validation shows how far the test is or a set of measurement operation of on what should be measured (Jogianto, 2011). The research result validation used triangulation technique whereas the collected data combines various techniques of data collection and data source. The triangulation method use participative observation, interview and documentation (photo and video). The third stage is the triangulation that result is processed and analyzed to find the solution in increasing the success of the start-up business of banana trunk chips in Mojowarno. The innovation success indicator in the start-up business of banana trunk chips can be measured from the implementation of the concept variable 5+1 consists of: Focus. Stealthstorm, Persist, Connect, Tweak and Select. Data analysis model in Fifuge 1.
The implementation of the second phase entrepreneurship training involved eleven facilitators (lecturers). This program gave an understanding on innovation concept with the aim to increase the entrepreneurs’ self-efficacy so that they can support the success of the banana trunk chips start-up business. The training is conducted once a week every Saturday and starting from 08:00-15:00. The facilitators observe the application of 5+1 concept in the entrepreneurship training. The 5+1 innovation concept is a research aspect; on how far are the roles in each factor on the success of the start-up business. Every facilitator conducted in-depth interview with the research subject (entrepreneur) who are the training participants. The activities in the entrepreneurship training was documented and the interview result will be collected as analysis materials in implementation and influence of research factor (concept 5+1) in encouraging self-efficacy towards business success.

In this research stage, an analysis is carried out in the second phase entrepreneurship training given by Ciputra University to the banana trunk chips entrepreneur start-up business participants that have already passed the first phase training. The next step is analyzing the innovation concept 5+1 used to increase the entrepreneurial self-efficacy which is expected to support the success of the business. The appraisal for the success of the start-up business is based on the innovation concept realization used in the business operation. The research framework is in Figure 2.

**RESULTS**

**The innovation to enhance Self-efficacy in the Entrepreneurs**

The innovation implementation through the second phase entrepreneurship training by Ciputra University with participants 7 female entrepreneurs and 3 male entrepreneurs is focused on 5+1 concept to enhance self-efficacy to achieve the business growth. The number of participants are dominant by women this is in accordance with Sweida and Rebecca (2013) research result that discovered the gender role and the negative stereotype has an effect towards self-efficacy while carrying out the entrepreneurship and the women’s interest to start a business experienced high growth.

![Figure 1. Data analysis model](image-url)

![Figure 2. Research framework](image-url)
The research result is divided into 6 components that match the amount of concept 5+1. The analysis result of the first concept is related to “Focus” concept, training participants (entrepreneur); at the beginning the training participants are asked to arrange a minimum of two concepts of development related to their business. Then the participants continued to analyze the concept using a minimum of two business analysis tools (SWOT and PEST). Then the entrepreneur choose the best result, meanwhile during the arrangement and recovering process the participants are accompanied by the facilitators (lecturers from Ciputra University). This stage is the most difficult stage where the facilitators are encouraged to give a comfortable feeling between the participants (entrepreneur) and the facilitators. The innovation in this stage used media like diagram, mind map and other tools in order to simplify the participants to express their concept and analysis.

The result of the second concept is connect; through the participant’s ability to connect the available input capacity (resources, capital, technology, etc). The training participants are asked to elaborate the input availability possessed by the entrepreneur. Input from minimum two business process sources (external and internal). The participants were asked to describe the business flow especially the production flow from the input to the output (banana trunk chips product). Facilitator accompanied. The participants carried out the implementation of the connect concept through the prepared work sheet that should be filled out. The training participants were separated based on their business type (each business type one facilitator). The facilitators will give stimulus questions to the participants so they will understand the input until the output flow of the managed business.

The third concept is tweak. The tweak carried out by the participants appeared when the participants were conducting the connect concept. The training participants simulated each of the focus the concept from the first to the second. The facilitator stimulated the participants by giving the economy condition facts which affected by the participants’ ongoing start-up development business. The economy fact given to the participants such as the UMR level in Jombang regency, the inflation level, and the government policy related to business legality. The training participants finally can produce a simulation to anticipate the problems that may happen due to the influence of the economic condition (UMR level, inflation and the government policy). The result of the modification/simulation business increased the self-efficacy ability of the participants. This is proven by the existence of ideas from the participants to modify their business to overcome economy condition.

The fourth concept is the ability to select. When the first, second until third concept is done well, it is then continued by selecting the innovation concept from the beginning. Finally the participants at the start-up business were able to choose the most rational idea with the optimum achieved success. The participants realized their ideas (make a rectangular and circle product); the participants realize the marketing idea only by conducting an exhibition, through resellers and finally using pre-order system. The marketing idea used social media and personal approach. All the realized ideas have a positive influence to increase the amount of selling and an increased profit as the final outcome. When the entrepreneurs succeeded in realization their ideas, their self-efficacy also increases. Figure 3 shows documentation of the location, where the facilitators stimulate the participants through questions so that the participants are able to choose the optimum idea to be realized.

The fifth concept is focus to the stealthstrom that describes the situation of an organization that in this case is the start-up business. The participants are able to negotiate with external party (outside the business). The banana trunk chips entrepreneurs are able to negotiate with the government by taking care of the PIRT documents at the industry service agency Jombang regency. The non government parties who also negotiate with the entrepreneur are the resellers where the banana trunk chips are sold. The negotiations conducted by the participants are priory trained by the facilitators in the communication training. The objective of the communication training is to make the participants able to conduct business negotiation. The fifth concept could be realized if the entrepreneur performs the first until the fourth concept well.
The sixth concept is persistent. This concept is the core of the other five concepts. All other five concepts (focus, connect, tweak, select, stealthstorm) have to be carried out synergistically. The five concepts are implemented based on the sixth concept. The proof of the participants’ consistency are observed from several facts, they are, participants/entrepreneur still run the business even though there is no training, the entrepreneur look for relations with external parties (government, resellers, exhibition committee, etc). The participants are still persistent in finding creative ideas to increase business. The persistent of the participant are vulnerable especially when the resellers return their product (banana trunk chips). This is when the facilitators give encouragement even though it needs extra training duration.

The entrepreneur (ten research subject) conducted the innovation concept (5+1) wholly so that they are successful in increasing the self-efficacy of each training participant. The ten participants who attended the first training only possess the self-efficacy during the training, when the first phase training was finished, the self-efficacy of the participants started to decrease in performing the business. The entrepreneurs, who attended the second phase training, possess higher self-efficacy during and after the training are over. The enhanced entrepreneurs’ self-efficacy is reflected in the business activities; they become more focus and approach the business goal that was set from the beginning.

**The effect of Self-Efficacy increase in the continuity of the start-up business (Banana Trunk Chips) in Mojowarno**

Ten (10) entrepreneurs as the research subjects have implemented the innovation concept and they undergone an increase in which brought positive impact towards the continuity of the start-up business (banana trunk chips) in Mojowarno, proven by the growth of the business. The ten training participants are able to establish cooperation with new external parties. The self-efficacy of the participants is the base for the entrepreneur to develop the business. The development of the start-up business organized by the ten entrepreneurs can be classified into marketing and production aspect.

The female training participants actualized their self-efficacy through business development by adding product variant of the taste of the chips. The female participants produce many variants flavor for their banana trunk chips to present alternatives to the consumer. One of the participants succeeded in producing meatballs (baso) and shredded meat (abon) originated from banana trunk. The female training participants (entrepreneur) not only adding variants but also distributed the product through community network. The female entrepreneur joins the women creativity group (PKK), religious group, and UMKM community nurtured by the local government of Jombang regency. The female self-efficacy entrepreneur simplifies their interaction especially in distributing their product (banana trunk chips) and other variants. The female entrepreneur brought their sample products and gave it for free. The educating process related to the benefit of the banana trunk chips were also introduced by the entrepreneur to the expected consumer.

As a result, the social community became a loyal consumer of the banana trunk chips. The majority of the social community is in Mojowarno and its surroundings yet these communities recommended the banana trunk chips to their social networks outside Mojowarno, Resulting in personal orders for the banana trunk chips outside of the town. The number of orders for the banana trunk chips received by the
women entrepreneur is about 100–200 packages every week but in the holiday season can double. There is a difference in the amount of product compared to when they attended the first phase training which was only about 50–100 packages every week. The male training participants distributed the product by maintaining relationship with stores in Mojowarno therefore the number of banana trunk chip sales is around 50–100 packages per week.

The self-efficacy possessed by the entrepreneur as the participants in the second phase entrepreneurship training, has really increased the start-up growth of the banana trunk chip growth in Mojowarno. The training participants (entrepreneur) received extra earnings to support the family economy. The extra earnings gained by each of the entrepreneur will increase the economy growth of the villagers including utilizing the waste of the banana tree as a source of economic value. Receiving extra income as the training benefit for the participants who produces banana trunk chips is in accordance to the research result of Putri and Wariantan (2014) where the training in screen painting and clothes sewing give a positive impact (increase the employee performance productivity) besides that all the motivation statements that the employee received from the UMKM employee it also increased the productivity (work result).

The result of the research supported by Putri and Wariantan's research result (2014) is evidence on how important training is to increase the capacity of a community (especially the training participants). The entrepreneurship training participants in Mojowarno are still focused on snack industry of banana trunk chips moreover the training participants shared the innovation concept in increasing the self-efficacy to the people living around Mojowarno. The people are enthusiastic to develop the business by exploiting the potency around the village. The spirit of the training participants is the evidence that innovation is capable to increase the self-efficacy of the participants and also giving impact to the community outside the training area. This is also in accordance with the research finding of Rauth (2014), that a suitable education assists them in finding an innovative idea and changing the idea in a company. The training gives an impact in the selling of banana trunk chips, now the banana trunk chips are well known in Jombang regency and have become the specific snacks and a tourist must buy food.

Managerial Implications

The entrepreneur conducting the start-up business required knowledge and realization of the innovation concept of 5+1. The 5+1 concept that consists of: Focus, Stealthstorm, Persist, Connect, Tweak and Select must be operated as a whole by an entrepreneur in order to provide an optimal result. The entrepreneurship training given to the entrepreneur start-up should have 5+1 concept so that the innovation is able to operate maximally through self-efficacy increase. The training gave the innovation concept starting with focus aspect so that the entrepreneurs have a strong base to do innovation.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATION

Conclusions

The innovation implementation that encourages self efficacy is important to the success of the start-up business. Innovation realization is proven through the participant’s readiness in making a change and implementing 5+1 concept in the start-up business. The innovation training succeeded in encouraging the participants’ self-efficacy so that the banana trunk chips business in Mojowarno village increases.

The entrepreneurs who posses self-efficacy succeeded in managing the start-up business of banana trunk chips. The success of the entrepreneur (the participant of the second phase training) can be seen by the increase in the number of production and distribution location. Self-efficacy is a strong base for the entrepreneur to develop their business with external parties (consumers and suppliers). The entrepreneurs who are the training participants have influenced the other villagers in Mojowarno village to open a new business opportunity and utilize the natural resources in Mojowarno village.

Recommendations

Entrepreneurs must always innovate to increase their self-efficacy. The self-efficacy increase must follow the 5+1 concept and be always escorted by a business competent facilitator. The implementation of the escort program required a long time because the impact of the self-efficacy increase towards the start up business can only be observed if the training process
is done of minimum one year or more. The following research should be done for all kind of businesses and all business units owned by the entrepreneur from the starting business in Desa Mojowaro so that it can show the overall micro economy condition.
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